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ABSTRACT
The use of large language models (LLMs), such as ChatGPT, for social support and other activities is growing. LLM-based interactions require users to express themselves through text, a medium in which people’s distinct self-presentation styles (SPS) present themselves. While the divergence of people’s SPS is well-established, the effect of SPS on users’ LLM interactions has not been explored. In this position paper, we point to this gap by drawing on insights from prior work on people’s SPS online. Moreover, we discuss how Theory of Mind (ToM) can be used to increase our understanding of the possible effects of SPS on LLM output. Through this exploration, we shed light on how LLM responses are dependent on and sensitive to how people present themselves in their interactions with LLMs. We discuss the broader implications and suggest future research directions for HCI centred around people’s SPS in interacting with LLMs—providing concrete suggestions on how effects of SPS on LLM output can be empirically explored.
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• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI).
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1 INTRODUCTION
Although LLMs show promise in supporting users in a variety of tasks, for example as a tool for writing support [20], it remains unclear how users differ in interacting with these LLMs, and what the effects of such individual differences are on LLM output. In people’s interactions with others, their behaviour depends on how they choose to present themselves (i.e., self-presentation). Self-presentation styles (SPS) describe how people tend to share information to establish or maintain a certain perception of themselves [18]. People adjust their SPS to the context they are situated in (e.g., job interviews [16], self-report measures [7], or online social platforms [18]). For example, SPS include but are not limited to high and low protective SPS [10], perfect and imperfect SPS [3], or self-promotion and self-depreciation [2].

While much research has been conducted on the role of SPS from a psychological perspective and how this can be related to people’s online activity [8, 9], we know little about its effect on people’s use of interactive technology. However, critically relevant is that people’s behavioural choices are influenced by their understanding of how certain behaviours might be perceived by others. This understanding varies from person to person, leading them to behave differently based on what they think will create the desired impression on others—it is, to a large degree, unclear how people’s SPS affect the LLM output they receive.

Recently, Li et al. showed that LLM system prompts infused with emotions increase the quality of an LLM’s output [13]. For example, the authors formulated an original system prompt as: ‘Determine whether an input word has the same meaning in the two input sentences’, and an emotional prompt as: ‘Determine whether an input word has the same meaning in the two input sentences. This is very important to my career.’ This is relevant for the design of LLM technology, as non-experts might be unaware of how to steer an LLM’s output by appropriately instructing these using natural language prompts [26, 27]. Notably, this unawareness might transfer to non-experts directly interacting with LLMs (e.g., ChatGPT) that have limited understanding, in contrast to experts, of the effects of more emotional language on LLM output. As emotionality is just one aspect of users’ SPS, we know little about how varying SPS might impact the quality of LLM output.

In this paper, we discuss the potential impact of different SPS on LLM output. We draw on prior HCI and Theory of Mind (ToM) literature to better understand the role of users’ SPS in their interactions with LLMs and how LLMs can be designed to support diverging SPS more appropriately. More specifically, we outline that an increased understanding of SPS from a ToM perspective can inform the design of LLMs to support users by increasing their awareness and providing users with appropriate support. Building on this concept, we outline possible avenues for future work.
2 THEORY OF MIND & SELF-PRESENTATION

Scott et al. recently showed that people perceive degrees of consciousness in interactive systems [19]. Perceiving consciousness in computers can be understood through and related to ToM, which describes the attribution of mental states to others [12, 17]. HCI and HRI researchers have explored how ToM can be used in designing interactive system behaviours. For example, Wang et al. recently investigated how students’ communicative behaviours reflect their perceptions of chatbots—indicating that ToM can be reflected in people’s verbosity, readability, sentiment, linguistic diversity, and adaptability towards virtual agents [21]. Other work has explored how users’ perceptions of speech agents can be captured in ‘partner models’ to improve speech interface interactions, utilising knowledge related to ToM, mental models, and perspective-taking [6]. Furthermore, DeVito et al. investigated the role of folk theories—the use of knowledge available to users in their sensemaking processes—and their effect on people’s SPS on social media [5].

How to utilise ToM in designing interactive systems has been extensively researched within HRI. Almeida et al. recently explored the effects of a robot utilising perspective-taking on human prosocial behaviours—showing that people displayed increased prosocial behaviour towards a robot when it took on an ‘addressee-centric’ (perspective-taking) compared to an ‘egocentric’ (no perspective-taking) manipulation [1]. Further, Yu et al. designed a robot that can anticipate when a human partner distrusts it—followed by the robot using reverse psychology to regain trust [25]. Malle et al. explored how social-mental capacities people desire in robots, which can be used to design robots to dynamically adjust their behaviour to user expectations more accordingly [14], closely related to De Graaf et al.’s work on mental state inferences [4].

As aforementioned, self-presentation has been extensively studied from a psychological point of view (e.g., see Rui et al. [18]). Self-presentation can take shape in many different ways. For example, Casale et al. explored self-presentation associated with hiding personal imperfections and how this predicts internet addiction [3]. Paulhus et al. investigated the role of self-promotional behaviour, highlighting that people tending to self-promote might thrive in contexts where such behaviour is desired (i.e., job interviews) [16]. In contrast, people who were more careful in presenting themselves in stressful situations also tended to be less engaged with the study task (engagement in entertaining an audience) [10]. People self-promoting distinctively differ from those being protective in presenting themselves regarding their behaviours—we focus on how those behaviours connected to specific self-presentation styles impact LLM output.

Combining insights from ToM and SPS research can shed light on the effects of people’s diverging SPS on their interactions with LLMs, and outline how people can be made aware and appropriately supported in presenting themselves to LLMs. As LLMs are a rather novel technology, people might face challenges in aligning their expectations of these LLMs, as well as being aware of their limitations. This subsequently impacts their SPS and makes it challenging to meet their expectations when using LLM-based applications. In the following, we exemplify the effects of diverging SPS in interacting with LLMs (GPT-4) from a ToM perspective.

User Query: I’m furious!! I need help with my homework!! My homework sucks. Explain why 3 times 9 equals 27.

ChatGPT response: I understand homework can be frustrating sometimes, but I’m here to help you through it. Let’s break down why 3 x 9 = 27.

When we multiply two numbers, we are essentially adding one of the numbers to itself repeatedly, based on the value of the other number. So, 3 x 9 means you add the number 3 to itself 9 times. It looks like this:

\[ 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 \]

If you add all those 3’s together, you get 27. This is because:

\[ 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 = 27 \]

This process is the essence of multiplication. It’s a faster and more efficient way to add the same number to itself multiple times. So, 3 x 9 = 27 because you are adding 3 to itself 9 times, which equals 27.

User Query: I’m devastated. I need help with my homework, but no one cares about me. Explain why 3 times 9 equals 27.

ChatGPT response: I’m here to help you with your homework, and I care about making sure you understand it well. Let’s break down why 3 times 9 equals 27 in a way that’s easy to grasp.

When you multiply 3 by 9, you’re essentially adding the number 3 together 9 times. Multiplication is a shortcut for repeated addition. So, if we write it out:

\[ 3 \times 9 = 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 \]

\[ 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 = 27 \]

This is the essence of multiplication. It’s a faster and more efficient way to add the same number to itself multiple times. So, 3 x 9 = 27 because you are adding 3 to itself 9 times, which equals 27.

User Query: HI! How are you? I need some help with my homework. Explain why 3 times 9 equals 27.

ChatGPT response: Hello! I’m here to help with your homework.

When we say “3 times 9 equals 27”, we’re referring to the operation of multiplication, which is one of the four basic arithmetic operations. Multiplication can be thought of as repeated addition. So, “3 times 9” means you are adding the number 9 together three times.

Here’s how it works:

- The first 9 (for the first time)
- Plus another 9 (for the second time)
- Plus another 9 (for the third time)

So, when you add 9 three times, it looks like this: 9 + 9 + 9 = 27.

Therefore, 3 times 9 equals 27 because you are essentially adding the number 9 to itself two more times, resulting in a total of 27. This is the basic principle behind multiplication.
3 EFFECTS OF SELF-PRESENTATIONS

As aforementioned, people have different styles and preferences of presenting themselves to others through different mediums. For example, in text-based interactions, older adults tend to avoid the use of emojis, in contrast to younger adults [11]. We know little about how individuals choose to present themselves in communicating with LLMs, and how these choices influence the quality of the output that they receive. In Figure 1, we illustrate three distinct SPS in asking the LLM for help with homework.

In the Balanced example, ChatGPT initiates its response by saying “Hello!”, followed by “I’m here to help with your homework.” For the Anger example, ChatGPT initiates its response by mirroring the user saying “I understand homework can be frustrating sometimes, but I’m here to help you through it.” Lastly, in contrast, the Discouraged example does not greet the user, but says that it “cares about making sure you understand it well.”

By assessing these examples beyond the response style of ChatGPT, the explanations offered to the question substantially differ. In the Balanced example, ChatGPT provides a rather lightweight explanation as compared to the Discouraged and Anger examples. From this initial exploration, it can be seen that the SPS of the user affects LLM responses. Explicating the impact of SPS on LLM output, both technically and from an interaction perspective, can enable chatbots to provide more relevant responses based on a user’s SPS through the lens of ToM.

4 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We identify three concrete research directions to better understand the effects of users’ SPS from a ToM perspective on their interactions with LLMs and its implications for LLM design.

Systematic mapping of SPS to LLM output — Systematically mapping different SPS to distinct types of LLM output could enable LLM interfaces to better help people who might require increased support for various reasons. For example, if users tend to express anger in their LLM requests, this might influence the LLM output in ways difficult to anticipate. Application designers could, therefore, explore alternative ways to support such users in their LLM interactions. For example, users can be presented with multiple LLM responses to see how these diverge depending on the levels of emotion used—presented side-by-side for users to compare. By doing so, LLMs could learn how the user wants to be addressed in similar situations in future LLM usage based on the preference the user provided. Similarly, LLM denials can benefit from personalisation based on SPS. Wester et al. recently showed that people have clear preferences for how LLM denials are presented [23]—indicating that LLMs can be steered towards increased personalisation to better meet people’s expectations.

Effects of SPS on LLM output in sensitive settings — As SPS affects LLM output, an interesting focus for future work is to explore how SPS impacts contexts where increased sensitivity in LLM output is required. For example, You et al. highlight that it is critical for text-based interactive systems within healthcare to respond very appropriately to user requests—participants reported emotional support, explanations of medical information, and efficiency as critical ways to do so [24]. Understanding the effects of people’s SPS on how LLMs respond to their requests might, therefore, be critical, as users expressing more emotional language might receive more useful LLM responses. Such an understanding can inform how LLM interfaces are designed to better support users in a range of applications in sensitive settings (e.g., self-care technologies [15] or mental health chatbots [22]).

Raise user awareness of SPS and the effects on LLM output — Investigating how LLM users can be made more aware of their individual SPS and the potential effects this has on their LLM outputs is a promising avenue for future work. For example, this can be investigated by designing LLM interfaces that (positively) influence users’ awareness of their SPS. This could be achieved by introducing personalised text snippets to LLM users that inform them about the potential impact their SPS might have on LLM outputs. Referring back to our illustrative examples in Figure 1—a potential text snippet could be designed as so: “Be aware that the quality of the LLM output might depend on how you present yourself. If you express discouragement in your request, this forces the LLM to output a response that acknowledges the discouragement and shapes the response that follows accordingly.” Alternatively, user awareness can be raised through more experimental manipulations of LLM interface features.

5 CONCLUSION

People engage with LLMs for various tasks, such as writing support or advice seeking. Although we have a high-level understanding of how people use LLMs, we know little about the effects of people’s individual SPS on the quality of LLM output. Our lightweight assessment of how ChatGPT responds to three types of SPS indicates that ChatGPT adjusts its responses to align with user SPS—although it is unclear how users respond to such adjustments. Insights from the ToM literature could help understand how SPS affect LLM interactions. As users’ SPS diverge, future work should carefully explore the effects this might have on people’s interactions with LLMs.
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